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Ababa along the two lines which they ultimately followed
—through Makalle, .Lake Ashangi, Dessye, from the
north, and through Jijiga, Harar, Diredawa and up the
railway line from the south. If he had still kept most
of his levies, and his forty or fifty thousand regulars
intact, the Italian position during the rains of 1936
would have been almost untenable. But this would
have required a far more disciplined nation, and a
more loyal and understanding group of chiefs.
Haile Selassie was admirable as a bridge between his
people and Europe, but he lacked the toughness of a
Menelek or even of his father, the Governor of Harar.
Physical and moral courage he showed in abundance,
but hardly those qualities which would have kept his
chiefs working independently but obediently under a
ruler without a capital and without .a throne.    His
people also  would probably  not  have played  their
part, for their loyalty to Ras or Emperor is of the
personal kind which impels them to group themselves
round his person, so that the presence of the Emperor
encouraged that massing of the fighting men which so
helped the Italians in the later stages of the war. Ethiopia
could only have raised her standard of living and culture
under a single ruler, but she will probably have to win back
her freedom as a collection of fighting clans making the
country too difficult and expensive for foreign occupation.
It must also be remembered that for some weeks,
during the time that De Bono was in command, the
Italians made very little progress, and showed a lack of
enterprise too flattering to the Ethiopians.    It would
seem that Signor Mussolini waited some time for the
expected internal revolt, by which he hoped to become
master of the country without a casualty list.    The
Northern offensive did not begin seriously till after

